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Keep Food Safe! Food Safety Basics
Safe steps in food handling, cooking, and
storage are essential
in preventing foodborne illness. You
can't see, smell, or
taste harmful bacteria
that may cause illness.
In every step of food
preparation, follow the
four guidelines to keep
food safe:
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Clean: Wash hands
and surfaces often.
 Separate: Don't
cross-contaminate.
 Cook: Cook to
proper temperatures,
checking with a food
thermometer.
 Chill: Refrigerate
promptly.

Shopping


Purchase refrigerated or frozen items
after selecting your
nonperishables.
 Never choose meat
or poultry in packaging
that is torn or leaking.
 Do not buy food
past "Sell-By," "UseBy," or other expiration dates.

Storage


Always refrigerate

perishable food within
2 hours (1 hour when
the temperature is
above 90 °F).
 Check the temperature of your refrigerator and freezer with an
appliance thermometer. The refrigerator
should be at 40 °F or
below and the freezer
at 0 °F or below.
 Cook or freeze
fresh poultry, fish,
ground meats, and variety meats within 2
days; other beef, veal,
lamb, or pork, within 3
to 5 days.
 Perishable food
such as meat and
poultry should be
wrapped securely to
maintain quality and to
prevent meat juices
from getting onto other
food.
 To maintain quality
when freezing meat
and poultry in its original package, wrap the
package again with foil
or plastic wrap that is
recommended for the
freezer.
In general, high-acid
canned food such as
tomatoes, grapefruit,
and pineapple can be
stored unopened on
the shelf for 12 to 18

months. Low-acid
canned food such as
meat, poultry, fish, and
most vegetables will
keep 2 to 5 years-if the
unopened can remains
in good condition and
has been stored in a
cool, clean, and dry
place. Discard cans
that are dented, leaking, bulging, or rusted.

Thawing


Refrigerator—The
refrigerator allows
slow, safe thawing.
Make sure thawing
meat and poultry juices do not drip onto
other food.
 Cold Water—For
faster thawing, place
food in a leak-proof
plastic bag. Submerge
in cold tap water.
Change the water every 30 minutes. Cook
immediately after
thawing.
 Microwave—Cook
meat and poultry immediately after microwave thawing.
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Preparation


Always wash hands with
soap and warm water for 20
seconds before and after
handling food.
 Don't cross-contaminate.
Keep raw meat, poultry, fish,
and their juices away from
other food. After cutting raw
meats, wash cutting board,
knife, and counter tops with
hot, soapy water.
 Marinate meat and poultry in a covered dish in the
refrigerator.
Sanitize cutting boards by
using a solution of 1 tablespoon of unscented, liquid
chlorine bleach in 1 gallon of
water.

Cooking
Cook all raw beef, pork, lamb
and veal steaks, chops, and
roasts to a minimum internal
temperature of 145 °F as
measured with a food thermometer before removing
meat from the heat source.
For safety and quality, allow

meat to rest for at least
three minutes before carving or consuming. For reasons of personal preference, consumers may
choose to cook meat to
higher temperatures.
Ground meats: Cook all raw
ground beef, pork, lamb,
and veal to an internal temperature of 160 °F as measured with a food thermometer.
Poultry: Cook all poultry to
an internal temperature of
165 °F as measured with a
food thermometer.
Serving
Hot food should be held at
140 °F or warmer.
 Cold food should be
held at 40 °F or colder.
 When serving food at a
buffet, keep hot food hot
with chafing dishes, slow
cookers, and warming trays.
Keep cold food cold by
nesting dishes in bowls of
ice or use small serving
trays and replace them often.
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Use a food thermometer
to check hot and cold holding
temperatures.
Perishable food should not
be left out more than 2 hours
at room temperature (1 hour
when the temperature is
above 90 °F).

Leftovers
Discard any food left out at
room temperature for more
than 2 hours (1 hour if the
temperature was above 90 °
F).
 Place food into shallow
containers and immediately
put in the refrigerator or
freezer for rapid cooling.
 Use most cooked leftovers within 3 to 4 days. (See
chart.)
Reheat leftovers to 165 °F.

Refreezing
Meat and poultry defrosted in
the refrigerator may be refrozen before or after cooking. If
thawed by other methods,
cook before refreezing.
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Knife cuts
Knife cuts are one of the
most common injuries in
restaurants. Workers often
help prepare foods for restaurants and are exposed to
cuts while using sharp
kitchen tools such as knives
or cleavers. There are several approaches that can reduce knife cuts, including
proper training and usage
and/or wearing cut resistant
gloves.
Employers have the primary
responsibility for protecting
the safety and health of their
workers. Employees are responsible for following the
safe work practices of their
employers.








Workers Solution











Handle , use, and store
knives and other sharp
utensils safely.
Cut in the direction
away from the body.
Keep your fingers and
thumbs out of the way
of the cutting line.
Use any protective
clothing provided by
employer such as steel
mesh or Kevlar gloves.
Use a knife only for its
intended purpose and
use the appropriate
knife for the cutting job.
Store knives, saws, and
cleavers in a designated
storage area when not in
use. Do not store the
blades with the cutting
edge exposed.
Install knife holders on
work tables to prevent
worker injury.
Equip newly purchased

Dangerous Cutting Position






knives with blade
guards or knuckle
guards that protect the
hand from slipping onto
the blade.
Let a falling knife fall.
Do not try to catch it.
Carry knives with the
cutting edge angled
slightly away from your
body, with the tip
pointed down to your
side.
Place a knife that you
are handing to someone,
down on a clean surface,
and let the other person
pick it up.
Clean the knife immediately after use or place
it in a dishwasher or a
container labeled "for
knives only."
Do not store knives and
other sharp objects in
sinks between periods of
use.
Do not touch knife
blades.
Avoid placing knives
near the edge of a countertop.
Do not talk with
coworkers while using a
knife. When interrupted, stop cutting and
place the knife down on
a secure surface. Do not
try to cut while distracted.
Employers Solution

Follow OSHA Standards including:





Assess tasks to identify
potential worksite hazards and provide and
ensure employee use of
appropriate personal
protective equipment.
Require employees to
use appropriate hand
protection when hands
are exposed to hazards
such as cuts and lacerations. For example, use
steel mesh or Kevlar
gloves when cutting.
Hand Protection Standard [1910.138(a)].

Consider implementing recommended safe work practices, including:







Allow only experienced,
trained workers to
sharpen knives. This is
done correctly by keep- Gloves protect against blade
ing the thumb beneath
the knuckle guard rim
protection on the handle
of the sharpener, rather
than on top of the rim
where it may get cut.
Keep knives sharpened
and in good condition;
dull knives tend to slip
and may cause injuries.
Tell other staff when
knives are newly sharpened.
Protect workers who use
shake mixer blades. Remind workers to securely hold the top of the
container onto the
Unsafe way to sharpen
shake cup while mixing
knives
to avoid exposure to the
blade.

Follow the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Standard [1910.132]:

Cut away from the body keeping thumb out of
the cutting line

Safer way to sharpen knives
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For more information
about your workers compensation safety needs, visit our website www.calsra.com
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This Complimentary Newsletter is sent to you by

Thank you for your referrals! If you’re pleased with
us, Please spread the word.

Your Farmers Agent
And
The Sentinel Restaurant Association

Newsletter Designed by Niha Osman
Please give us your feedback on the newsletter via
email at niha@calsra.com

